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INTRODUCTION 
Heterosis is a phenomenon that is at once intriguing and 
economically important. It is manifested in different groups of 
organisms, being by no means confined to plants. Heterosis in various 
groups of organisms is not everywhere the same phenomenon, but these 
various manifestations probably have much in common and a satisfactory 
explanation of one will aid considerably in understanding others. 
In recent years there has been an increased interest in 
heterosis resulting from population crosses of various species. The 
interest i.n heterosis stems partly from the agricultural superiority 
0£ the hybrids over their open~pollinated or pure line parents and 
partly from the fact that such hybrids presumably represent good experi-
mental material for the study o:[ certain gene actions. There is,a need 
for more infonnation relative to the characterization and magnitude 
of hybrid vigor to provide a basis for more efficient breeding pro-
cedures. Our limited understanding of the cause of heterosis does not 
provide a basis for predicting the relative amount of heterosis expected 
in crosses of parents with varying degrees of genetic diversity, but 
experiments indicate that crosses of unrelated inbred lines of corn show 
greater heterosis t.han crosses of related lines. The genetic differences 
between varieties have probably arisen through isolation accompanied by 
a combin~tion of mutation., genetic drift, and selection in different 
.Jl" .. ''1 ,.·_;. 
1 
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environments. Therefore, the degree of geographical separation and 
the degree of ancestral relationship can be used as an indication of 
genetic divergence. 
The superiority of artificially produced hybrids over their 
open-pollinated or pure line varieties has been shown in corn, sorghum, 
cotton, and many other crops, These hybrid populations have produced 
higher yields, phenotypically more uniform populations, improved qua-
lity of the product, and are buffeied against envirpnmental variations. 
The manifestations of heterosis have already increased the value of our 
corn and sorghum· crops by millions of dollars annually and its potential 
for other crops is being realized and exploited! With the ever growing 
need to increase production to meet the demands of the rapidly in-
creasing population, the effects of heterosis will need to be exploited 
on a very large scale. 
The objective of this investigation was to compare certain 
:Lnterspecific F1 hybrids of Bothriochloa with their respective parents 
to detemine if heterosis exists and to measure its magnitude, if pre-
sent. To make this comparison, both green and dry weight yields were 
determined along with plant height, leaf height, crown width, perce_nt 
seed set, inflorescence characteristics, and winter hardiness. 
In Bothriochloa, apomixis can be used to fix F1 hybrids, but 
little is known of heterosis in this genus. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
was one of the first modern hybridizers of plants and he noted some 
impressive examples of greater lu:turiance. in his Nicot:iana hybrids. 
Koelreuter had no suggestions as to why the hybrids should exceed 
their parents in general vigor, and consequently had no concept of 
heterosis, Probably every hybridber since the time of Koelreuter 
has noticed the greater vigor of some hybrids over their parents. 
Knight (1799) noted the superiority o! hybrids over pure types in many 
plants and concluded that "nature :l.\1tended that a sexual intercourse 
should take place between neighboring plants o{ the same species." 
Although he advanced a theory concerning physiological vigor and 
its decline, he did not recognize the heterosis concept. 
l)arwin (1868) crossed and selfed plants from the same stock 
and raised plants irom each of two types oi seed from!!,! maxs, He 
noted that in many plants that cross-fertilization resulted in increased 
size, vigor, and productiveness, and t.hat inbreeding usually caused 
deleterious efi:ects on the plant. populat::ion. Oarwin also demonstrated 
that an increase in vigor was not a direct result of crossing, since 
crosses involving different flowers on the same plant and closely re• 
la.tad flowers did not ca.use an increase in vigor~ He cot eluded that 
' 
the bene:£:tt of crossing was only important 1:C the plan.ts which were 
crossed diifered in some characteristic~ 
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Shull (1905) first recogn.ized a c:.ase of hyb:ri.d vigor in t.he 
re.s1.1l t of a CH>SS he tween a so 0 c.a1le.d Russian sunflower and t:he wild 
bl~anl;hus. JW.U:.™• Both parent types were approximately six feet ,i.tl 
height and the tallest c>f the F1 hyb:d.ds was 14.25 feet in. height.· 
Shull concluded that the hy·brid vigor resulting from crosses was dU:e 
to the unlikeness ln the consti.tution of t:he uniti.ng gametes. 
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The concept of Eut and Shull was th.at both het.erosis and the 
decrease b vigor due to :h1.breed:l .. n.g nat::ur·a.Uy cross-fertilized species 
were manifestati.ons of one phenomenon and that this was closely tied to 
amount .of heterozygosity. Crossing produces hete:rozygosi.ty in all 
characters by wh:Lch the paren.ts differ· and inbreeding tends to pro• 
duce homozygosis automatically. Shull 1914 stated: 
My investigations on the ef!ects of cross and sel.f 
:fertilization in maize. has lead me as early as 1907 to 
the conclusion that. b.yb:ddi t.y i t.fi.lelf~ the union of un"' 
U.ke .el.e.ment.s., th.ti at.atcii o:f' bei.n.q heterozygous, has 
a stimulating effect up1m the fhysiological acUvi.ties 
oi: the organismt1, whioh effect dt.sappean1 as rapidly 
as cont:tnuous inbreeding :reduces the progenies to 
hon1ozygous types. 1rhere is sonte d11n.ger of miscom:eption 
dtie to the fact thlllt all. dhcu.ssions of the stimulus 
of hybt'id:t:.t:y have taken. 1~1.a~,e as their Fitarting po.i.nt 
for t.he sake ot: s:lxopU.c.l.ty» th.e typic:.al M3ndeU.an dis .. 
trf.b.ut.i.lm cif ge,t•nrl.nal. subatanc.~s. Th,1, essential feature 
of the hypc1t:.hesis may be l!ltated in more gei1etal terms 
as :follows 1 ':C:hia phyeiologic;al vigor of an organism as 
manifest;. in :lts rapidity of. growth, its height and gen ... 
eral t'obustnese, is possibly cor·re.lated with. t:h.e degree 
of d:tssimUarity in the gamet,es 'by whose uni.on the 
or·ga.nism we.a :formed. The nio:re numerous the differences 
betwtc'Hm th1? uttltin{i ga1Tu~t:es, at. least withbt certain 
l.:tm::tts~ the g·r~!fltE:'.t' ot, t.h~: Whi)le is t.he amt.unt o:£ stimu ... 
le11t;ton. 'Ihet»f.l d.U fa:.i:r·e,n~-:t1.1s 1.1.1im.d rwt be. Mende Han i.n thei.r· 
:irilu.i,·d 1.:.im1;:e. ··tQ a.vu.id t.h,~1 :l.mpU(~c1ti .. ot1 t::hat dl the e;eo .. 
t,yp:l,.t~ di.He.renc(;."s which 11itt.m1l.at:t.i cell divi.sion; gt'owth 
and c,thElr phy,,ii.olt>gi<.:al ac t:i v'i ties of a1:i organ.if.Im are 
M!llnd,:•U.,11.u in t:ht~.·1:i:· :l.1:1.her :I. tancu.'il ,1utd also to gain br-evi.ty 
of expression, I suggest that instead of the phrases, 
stimulus of heterozygosity; heterozygotic stimulation; 
the word heterosis be adopted, 
Bruce (1910) explained heterosis as the combined action of 
5 
favorable dominant or partially dominant factors, based ort mathematical 
expectations, Bruce demcnstrated algebraically that the total number 
of dominant. factors was greater in a hybt'id population than in either 
of the parental populations. He then proposed the dominant factor 
hypothesis since there was a correlation. between the number of domi· 
nant factorr- and heterosis .. 
Keeble and Pellew (1910) used a similiar hypothesis on a 
cHhybrid ha.sis to explain hybrid vigor i.n peas. They assumed that two 
factors were involved and that both. showed dominance over the allelo· 
morphic. condition, hence the F1 was taller thm'l. either pa.rent because 
both factors were present togethn:i. 
Jones (1917) restated Bruce's theory and added the concept 
of linkage. Jones pointed out that, with linkage the consequences 
of the dominance hypothesis were much closer to those postulating 
supe:dor heterozygotes. li a detrimental re.cess:i.ve was linked with a 
favorable dcm1inant, the heterozyso1.1s chromosome would be superior to 
both homozyo;otu 1, and the l :tnkecl. com'binat:.ion might: not break up readily, 
Astby (1936) con~ludad that i! tlaminance 6{ linked !actors 
is inv, ked i.:o explain the h:rgEH'.' primordi.al size 1.n the embryo, it 
cannot. explain how the metabolic rates in the hybrid (assimilation. 
respiration, growth rates) remain. no greater than the parental rates. 
He ther~fore pointed out that the [inal size o! a plant is the result 
6 
of the initial size of its primordia and the relative growth rate. 
Since the relative growth rate of the hybrid has no advantage over its 
parents: size-heterosis must have been due to an initial advantage in 
embryo size, This was later disproved by East, 
East (1936) gave the best idea o:C the way in which heterosis 
is expressed whe.n he said, 11 that invariably it is something that effects 
the organism as a whole. Its effect is comparable to the e:Ciect on a 
plant oi the addition of a balanced fertilizer to the soil. In plants 
the root system is increased, the branchi.ng is more profuse., the leaves 
are larger and more abundant, growth takes place. foster, at least in 
the early stages and often retains its place longer before showing the 
characterfstic sigmoi.d curve that indicates approaching maturit;or," 
His idea may be stated brie{ly as iollows: size traits are controlled 
by a large number o! genes in various linkage groups; among these ge,nes 
dominance is virtually non•existent 1 but there are numerous multiple 
allelic series; H in a given series each member e!fects a diHerent ·":-::.· ;. 
physiological condition, then the heterozygous condition may be ex-: ,'.\ 
pected to produce cwnulat:L ve results; that is i:C A1 af:Cects a somewhat 
di:C:Cerent process than its allele A2 , A A2 may have a greater e:Cfec·t l 
than 1\-il\ or A2 1,2 , This hypothesis i.mplies some sort of complimentary 
acti<m between alleles as A1 supplies what is lacking in A2 , or vice 
versa. 
The idea o! superior he.terozygotes has been upheld by Hull 
(1945) who suggested the word overdomi.na.nce. He noted that in so1nc.~ 
cases the hybrid between two inbred maize lines had a greater yield 
than the sum of the two parents. This could not be explained by com= 
pletely additive dominant gene unless it were assumed that a plant with 
no favorable dominants had a negative yield. He suggested that over• 
dominance would explain heterosis as the genes would be physiologically 
stimulated at a locus by the presence of two different alleles, 
Dobzhansky (1941) and his co-workers have recorded that in 
most species there has been, i.n the course o:C evolution, accumulations 
of deleterious recessive cha:racters, which when homozygous reduce the 
e.flicency of the organism, but whi.ch in the heterozygous condition are 
without ef.ficie.ncy-reduci.ng effects. The be.ne!icial action of many o{ 
the dom~1ant alleles probably is not the result either of directional 
mutation producing more fave>rable dominants or o:C selection tending to 
el:i.rninate the. un.favon.ble. dominants. Instead, it may be due to the 
,accumulation in the population o.f deleterious recessive mutations. 
These, ii their eHects are not too deleterious can o!ten be piled up 
i.n si.gn.iUcan.t numbers. 
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Castle (1946) emphasized the importance of interallelic action 
in relation to heterosis. He suggested that the effect of interallelic 
action of a single pair of genes is s.imiliar t" that of the killer muta~ 
tfon o! Sonn.e.born, txcept that the action induced in the dominant gene 
by its se.ns:it.i:z,ed recessive is bene:fic.i.al. 
qui.nby and Ka.rper (1946) reported on the case o:C a single 
locus hete.ros.i.s involving alleles that were free from deleterious 
effects" hut when in certain heterozygous combinations produced hybrid 
vigor. The conclusion was that heterosis in sorghum is a stimu-
lation of tillering and cell divisionand that the stimulus to greater 
meristematic growth is enhanced by the heterozygous condition oi the 
~ geneo 
Crow (1948) reported that the dominance hypothesis assumes 
that an indi.vidual wit.h maximum vigor would be one in which all gene 
loci cont.ai.n at least one dominant .factor. The di.fference in vigor 
between any individual and its theoretical mn~d.mum \10uld be deter-
8 
mined by the \1.umber of homozygous :recessive loci. The maximum vigor· 
after hybridization would occ.ur if each parent could supply all the 
dominant alleles lacking in the other, the hybrid thus receiving, at 
least one dominant ge11e at each locus. l\SSuming that all beneficial 
genes are contpletely dominant. and all deleterious factors are t'ecessive, 
the ave1:age decrease in selective value due to homozygous recessives 
is equal to the product of the i1umber of gene loci and the average 
mutation rate. This is true.of any population as long as it is at 
equilibrium regardless of the breeding structure or the amount of 
selective disadvantage of the individual recessive factors. Prevail• 
ing estimates o! gene nwnber a.nd mutation rate make it appear unlikely 
that the product of gene loci .and mutation rate is larger than .05. If 
one assumes that vigor is measurable in terms of selec ti.ve value, 
this would be the maximum possible i.ncrease i.n vigor under the domi• 
nance hypothesis. Hence 1 any hybrids between natural populations 
that have larger in.creases in vigor must be ex.plained by anothe.r 
hypothesis. 
Dobzhansky (1949) reported on inversion heterozygotes in 
Dro.soe,hj.la pseudool~~c.ura which carry two chromosomes derived front the. 
same. population and are superior in adaptive value to the homo zygotes. 
I.n Q. :es.e.doobs..£.1:1.!.! two different kinds of heterosis are well known. 
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The fi.rst kind arises from the presence in the population of dele-
terious recessive mutant genes sheltered by their normal dominant 
alleles. Accumulation of these deleterious genes is a by-product of 
the mutation process. The second kind of heterosis is due to complexes 
of linked polygenes which give specific heterotic interaction effects 
in the het.erozygote. This kind of hete1.·osis is engendered by natural 
selection .as a form o:C adaptation of the species to its environment. 
The balanced polymorphism enables an outbreeding species to obtain 
high mean fitness, and at the same time to preserve great evolutionary 
plasticity. 
Hayman (1957) reported on a survey of different crops and 
showed that only in mai.ze is yield heterosts directly related to 
epist.asi.s. I.n other specj es and characters, heterosis seems to be a 
c.ompos:i.te phenomenon in which the possible causes of heterosis are 
epistas:i.s, overdominance, and the accumulation of favorable dominants 
in the heteroz.ygotes. 
Robinson and Cockerham (1961) reported on experimental results 
on yield and ear hei.ght from two open•pollinated parental vari.eties of 
corn and found that the relationship between performance and hetero-
zygosity was linear for hoth. y:i.eld: and ear height. The gene.tic model 
of additive an.d domi.nant gene e.f(ects fitl;l the results satisfactorily. 
__ l,O 
Penny, Russell, and Spraque (1962) employed the procedure of 
recurrent selection to obtain information on the types of gene action 
in yield heterosis in maize. When all the data were considered, the 
predominant type of selection appeared to have been for genes exhibiting 
complete or partial dominance or largely additive effects. 
The evidence relating to heterosis suggests that the pheno• 
menon is to be explained genetically in terms of various recombination 
effects . In some cases dominance is the important consideration, 
while in other cases heterozygosity or overdominance must be considered. 
In any event, it is the resulting specific gene action which lies at 
the basis of the physiological advantage or advantages which give rise 
to heterosis . 
B. The Measurement of Heterosis: Hybrid vigor in cotton has 
been measured in various ways such as: plant height, total length of ,., 
limbs, fertility of anthers, flower shedding, boll size, bolls per 
plant, yield of seed cotton, ginning percentage, staple length, seed 
weight, and node number. Kime aqd Tilley (1947) found a significant 
heterosis for yield of seed cotton, yield of lint, rate of blooming, 
earliness to opening and higher lint indices in Upland cotton . Jones 
and Loden (1951) reported increases in yield of F1 's over their most 
product i ve parent ranging from 0.8 to 47 percent with an average incrense 
of 29 .1 percent . This 1\ gencratio1  also had an average of 71 percent 
of 1ts t ot al yie ld harvested at first picking as compared to an average 
of 61 per cent for the par ent generation . Turner (1953) reported tllat 
boll number was more important than boll s ize in determining final 
11 
yield with ~he hybrids tested. Hybrids that had higher lint yields, 
higher lint percent, larger bolls. longer and stronger lint, and that 
were earlier than the average of the parental lines were reported by 
Marani (1963). He concluded that the magnitude of average heterotic 
effects was greatest for yield, medium !or boll weight and earlines&, 
.::- . 
and relatively small for the remaining traits. 
Hybrid vigor in corn and sorghum is measured in practically 
the same way: grain yields, stover yields, percentage of lodging, 
pl.;tnt height, number of leaves on main stalk, weight of 100 kernels, 
node number, date of heading, and size of heads er ears. Quinpy 
(1963) reported on a hybrid, RS630, that was 5% earlier in blooming, 
19% taller, produced 21% more tillers 1 and 111 wider, 2% longer, and 
15% larger leaves, was 4% larger in stalk diameter, produced 97%.more 
seed, had seeds 3% larger, threshed 7J higher, and had higher yield.s. 
of stove:r by 44%, o! heads 96%, grain by 106%, and forage by 71% than 
the average df its parents. 
Webber (1900) .. crossed a Preuvian corn, Cuzco, with a native 
variety, Hickory King. The average height of the parental, stock was 
eight feet three inches, while the c~oss averaged twelve feet four 
inches, an increase of four feet one inch. In a study of twelve open-
pollinated varieties and their intercrosses, Lonnoquist and Gardner 
(1961) reported that the average yield o{ the parents ranged from 
54.? to 96.6 bushels per acre, whereas the F1 yields ranged fran 81.8 
to 106.9 bushels per acre. The aver4ge heterosis relative to the mid-
parent was 108.5% and relative to the high parent 102.8%. Ashby (1936) 
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concluded that hybrid vigor in corn was only the result of an increased' 
percentage of germination of hybrid seed and a greater initial weight 
of the embryo. 
In studying the growth and development of two inbred lines 
of tomatoes and their hybrid, Whaley (1952) noted that the hybrid had 
a larger number of leaves, a larger leaf area, larger fruit size, and 
a greater yield than either parent. The hybrid also had a greate~ acti..; 
vity of the shoot apical meristem and appeared to have a higher catalase 
activity in the stem tips. 
Coffman (1933) crossed Richland X Fulghum oats and the F1 
plants averaged 13.2% taller, bore 17.5% more culms per plant, weighed 
48% more, and yielded 35 .2% more grain and 51.3% more straw on the 
average than the larger parent. Cof!man and Wiebe (1930) reported on 
oat crosses in which the height of the hybrids was 4,9% over the mean 
of their respe.ctive parents and the mean length of the panicle was 
1.53% longer in the hybrid plants, 
In int.er sped He 4ndro.eogon hybrids, Newell and Peters (1961) 
reported that the hybrid clones exceeded th• average of the parent 
types by 20% in height 0£ leaves. 91 in total height of plants, and 
59% in total plant yields. the basal spread of the hybrids was inter• 
mediate between the two parents. 
Thes.e examples are ample to show that heterosis may be 
measured in a great variety o.£ ways. There are two ways or expressing 
heterosis a) in terms of increase of the hybrid over the average of 
the two parents and b) in terms of increase of the hybrid over the 
best parent. Heterosis would seem to be of little practical-value 
unless the hybrid was demonstrably better than t~e best parent. 
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Author 
Darwin 
Richey 
Jones 
Lonnoquist & Gardner 
C~ Some Examples in Different Crops: 
Year Crop Heterosis Expressed 
1876 Corn 
1922 Corn 
1945 Corn 
1961 Corn 
Hybrid showed an eight percent increase in height over 
the best parent .. 
82.4% of hybrids exceeded mid-parent and 55c7 exceeded 
high parent in yieldQ 
Hybrid showed 3 to 10l~% increase in yield and O to 9% 
increase in height over best parent" 
Hybrid showed an average of 108 .. 5% in yield relative to 
the r.iid-parent,. 
Moll~ Salhuana, & Robinson 1962 Corn 12Lb;~ of mid'"'parent value was found in between region 
crosses. 
Paternia.ni & Lonnoquist 
Conner & Karper 
Karper iS, Quinby 
Hartel 
Stephens & Quinby 
Sambandam 
Whaley 
Hatcher;', : 
1963 Corn 
1927 Sorghum 
1937 Sorghum 
1949 Sorghum 
1952 Sorghum 
Hybrid showed a range of ~11% to 101% in yield for indi-
vidual crosses relative to the mid~parent values~ 
Hybrid showed an average increase of 66% in height over 
tallest parent,; 
Hybrid was twice as tall and produced three times as 
much forage as the be-st parent., 
Hybrid showed from 6.2 to 113% increase in height over 
mid-parent .. 
Hybrid exceeded the highest yielding variety by 10 to 20%~ 
1962 Egg Plant Hybrid yield ranged from 11 to 153% over the mid-parent~ 
1939 Tomato Hybrid yield was 60% better than best hybr,id in fresh 
weight .. · 
1939 Tomato Hybt'id seed number was lorwer, but. seed weight was higher 
~h·- ~ho aol~o~ n~?on~c. I-' +' 
Author 
Whaley 
Sikka ~ al .. 
Gandhi, fil al. 
Lupton 
Schmidt 
Grafius 
Goffman & Wiebe 
Coffman 
Kime and Tilley 
C:. 
... impson 
Jones & Loden. 
Turner 
Turner 
c .. Some Examples in Different Crops: (Continued) 
Year ~ Cro~ Heterosis Exp:cessed 
1952 Tomato 
1959 Wheat 
1961 Wheat 
1961 Wheat 
1962 Wheat 
1959 Barley 
1930 Oats 
1933 Oats 
1947 Gott on 
1948 Cotton 
1951 Cotton 
1953 Cotton 
1953 Cotton 
The hybrid was seven days earlier and had a larger number 
of leaves than the best parent. 
Heterosis ranged from 16.,4 to 131.4% more than mid-parent .. 
Hybrid produced 3 to 35%more fodder and 1 .. 6 to 55.6% 
more tillers than better parent~ 
Some hybrids yielded 44% more grain than the best parent. 
Hybrids yielded from 3% below to 31% above the best 
parent. 
Hybrids showed up to 123.6% increase in yield over mid-
parente 
Hybrids were 4.9% taller and yielded 35c2 rri0re grain than 
parental strains. 
Hybrids averaged 13.2% taller and yielded 35.2 more grain 
than the better parent. 
Heterosis was expressed in yield, earliness. and qualitye 
Naturally crossed plants produced 5.7 to 24.0% greater 
yield than inbred plants. 
Hybrids averaged from 0.8 to 57% more than average of 
parents .. 
The best hybrid averaged 22.5 and 31.8% increase in 
yield over the check variety. 
The hybrid showed a range from 46 to 82% increase in 
yield over the mid-parent. 
I-' 
VI 
C,. Some Examples in Different Crops: (Continued) 
Author Year Cro- _ Haterosis Expressed 
Christ id is 
Fryxell,, Staten & Porter 
Stroman 
Miller & }1arani 
White &. Richmond 
N.arani 
Miller and Lee 
Pate,t Joyner & Seale 
Burton 
Burton 
Carnahan. 
Peters & Newell 
1955 Cotton 
1958 Cott.on 
1961 Cotton 
1963 Cotton 
1963 Cotton 
1964 Cotton 
1964 Cotton 
'!he hybrid showed a range of 3.,0 to 9 .. .5% increase in 
yield over t~_e best parent~ 
A clear h.:,terotic expression found only in fiber lengthG 
The best hybrid produced 299 pounds of lint more than it.Sf 
nearest strain competitor,. 
The hybrid produced 27*5% more lint than mid-parent6 
The hybrids exceedad the. better parent: by 3 to 30'7,, in 
yield .. 
The hybrid was earlier,. taller!' and !'.ad greater percent: 
boll retention than mid-parent. 
YieldB of top crosses ranged from 100 to 128% of taster 
parente 
1960 Smsevied.a Hybrid was superior to best parent: in green yields, fiber 
- yields, and percent of fiber leaves@ 
1944 Millet 
1943 Pa.spalum. 
1947 Flax 
1961 Blue stem 
The hybrids produced about twice as much dry matter as 
the l~piergrass parent~ 
The hybrids produced twice as much dry matter as the 
parental species$ 
The hybrids yielded 40% more t:han average of parentsn 
The hybrid exceeded the average of parents by 59% in 
yield~ 
1--' 
a, 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
~ions.; Twelve parental accessions having a tetraploid 
chromosome complement were used in co1aparison with their hybrid com• 
binations. The hybrids were the result of crosses made by Richardson 
using the technique described by him in 1958. All of the hybrids 
except 56x511··1 we.re produced by Hr. Richardson in 1958 and were identi~ 
£ied ns hybrids in 1959. Since these plants reproduce apom,c~ically, 
seeds for the present study were harvested from increase rows estab-
lished in a nursery and represent, in effect, cl,n1l increases of the 
original F plants. The cross 56x511•1 was made by Mr. Richardson 
l 
in 1956 and is rather sexual. In this case the material in this study 
was, i.n part at. 1,rn.st, t:n F,1 population, The panint:s comprised two 
,:;. 
eluded accessions 2655, 5450, 5168 1 5404, 5400, 4393, and 4630, The 
acc,~s,;:iotrn 5400 1 4393:i and l'.1.630 were used in various combinations o:C 
the above to produce thci three hybrids US()d aa pttl"1Htts i.n this study. 
Gangeti.c,,Punjabi pla:ins of. !n<lia and Pakistan, and i.S now rather wide 
:,pretid in vari.ous tropical t'.,1t11:1tdeiJ t:o which Lt wos p:robably intt·o .. 
duced. Th:i .. s var.·iety wns t1sed exteti.sively as u fomale patent because 
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THE ORIGIN OF PARENTS AND HYBRIDS USED 
]o intermedia var~ grahamii X ]e ischaemum var~ ischaemum Hybrid Designation 
2655 British Guiana X 7162 Tashkent$ UQSdS~R~ 58x503a-2 
5450 Delhi, India X 5704 Peking 9 China 56x511-l 
5168 Pretoria» South Africa X 7162 Tashkent, U.S.S~R~ 58x685a0 l 
5404 Delhi, India X 7162 Tashkent~ UmS.SaRo 58x733b-l 
56x750 = 4630b Source Unknown x 5450 Delhi~ India X Afghanistan 58x323 
56x750: 4630b Source Unknown x 5450 Delhi, India X 7498 Mardin$ Turkey 58x348 
56x482 = 5400 Hempur $ India x 5168 South Africa X 6583 Afghanistan 58x70·a&b 
56x428 ~ 4393 Debra Dun 3 India x 4630 Source Unknown X 7498 Mardin, Turkey 58xl2B 
B. intermedia var. grahamii X]~ intermedia var. montana 
2655 British Guian X 5297 Lonavala~ India 58x694a•2 
5450 Delhi, India X 5297 Lonavala, India 58x697b-3 
li· intermedia var. montana X]. ischaemum varo ischaemum 
5410 Matiana 1 India X 7162 Tashkent~ U.S.S.R. 58x768-l 
........ 
0) 
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accessions, 5410 and 5297, compl.·ise part of a robust race found abund• 
antly in the foothills of the Himalaya :Crom Kashmir eastward. The A· 
ischaemum var. !schaemum is widespread in temperate Eurasia and includes 
the accessions 5704, 6583, 7162, and 7498, The hybrid 56 x 750 is a 
highly self sterile and sexual plant obtained from a cross between two 
facultative apomictic accessions of]}_. intermefu var. grahamii. This 
variety seems to be an introgression product between.!!• intermedia and 
DicBnt9;~ a,,nulatum and the E1.2.,ntana variety is believed to be an intro"' 
gression product of .12.· .!.riter!ned..!!! and ]! . ischaemum (Harlan, et .al. 1961). 
Most of the F 1 's sttdied originated as hybrids between A· inter• 
media. var. g_r_af1§ll1iii and 1!• _!schaemum., and resen bled ]!, intermedia var. 
~. in morphological traits. 
Cultural Methods,: With the exception of the maternal parents 
5450 and 56x428, the parent and hybrid cross populations were eval~~,~~i>, 
both during 1963 and 1964. The maternal parent of the hybrid designated 
as 58x12B was missing during both years of study. Seeds of A-5450 were 
available in 1963, but were found to be contaminated with other strains, 
Measurements taken on A~·2655 were substituted for this parent because 
the two accessions are essentially identical in every known respect. 
Seeds of each hybrid and hybrid parent were harvested and pro• 
cessed by hand pri.or to study. The germination of the seeds was conducted 
under controlled laboratory conditions. Seedlings were allowed to grow 
in vermiculite, moistened every other day with a 1:1:1 nutrient solution 
in the green house until they attained a height of three inches. The 
seedlings were then transfered by hand to plant vita-bands filled with 
soil, and remain.ed under green house conditions until transplanted to 
the field. 
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Field plant:tng was made at the Agronomy Rese.arch Station, 
Pe.rk.in.s t Oklab.o·ma on a Vaness sandy loa'l'.'1. soil dud.ng biOlt.h years of 
study. Ten replications af ten plant• per replicate of each parent 
and hybr:td comhinat:lon wet!e planted :l.n a t•andcrmized block design in 
1963. Si.x. repl:i.cati.ons of the pa:r.•ents and hyb:rid com'binatfons were 
pl.at'l.teid :in 1964, Each repHc.ate coi,.s:tst:e.d of one. ro-w 30 f;eet lotii.g 
reiqu.:tred. ~;.n 196:3 • but £:mu.• :1:nc.hes wu a·ppU,ed August 6 0 1964 d:mil to 
very dry soU eond:L'l:ions, The expe:r,•:i.men:t:al. plot! w«1s :f:e:r.tUi,Hd wit~h 
:el.an;t height s:nc:1. heJ:ig'h:t of lea·v·eis were rn.Eu!tsu.:t'ed ld:t:l.\'i:t' 'the, pla·nts ·wel'.'e 
gathe:t•eid up a·nd d:t•aw·n to &'n u.·p'dgh·~ podt:ton. 'by ty:big ·thfll 'l:.op a.nd 
b1,t:t.:ott1 r.,f '!':'hill plan·ts ·w:t.~'h 'b:bideir. t:w:b:i.ei, . Pl.ati'ttB btd .. ght 1ntd. bet;ht: of 
Crown. ·width was m.easu:t•eid. a:f·te:·11 ·th~ p:l,an·t~s 'Wi'IJ:t'e ha't''VHtad fo:t' 
f:or1age y:teid.s, The. a:·v~f'lge o:f two ,w;l'.,d't,h m.eiutJ.:r:®.mCiint~ of e1i111Ch ·pl1:uit 
-
c't'own,, wu ·t•eicc:t:'ded. :L'n :t·flc'hes f:01• ·ehei c,:r:own width ttu!SiBUt'~en·ts, 
The green weight yields were determined by cutting the 
individually bundled plants and weighing each on a gram scale. These 
bundles were then allowed to air dry for approximately six weeks and 
then the individual dry weights were recorded in grams. The plants 
are air dried instead of being oven dried due to the large amount of 
space that would be required to oven dry this large number of plants. 
The length of time required for these plants to air dry depended on 
the prevailing climatic conditions. 
Percent seed set as reported actually constitutes percent 
by weight and not by numbers. Hand stripped seed from each parent 
and hybrid were harvested and the caryopes extracted on a rub-board 
from two five gram samples and the percent seed set determined on a 
weight basis, Ahring (1963) reported that any parent or hybrid hav-
ing 20 percent or more could be considered as having good seed set. 
The length of upper and lower racemes shown were obtained 
by taking the average of the longest two upper and lower racemes on 
three heads of each plant and reporting the measurements in inches. 
The axis length was obtained by measuring the distance between the 
first node and the last branching node of the inflorescence. 
Analysis of Data: A randomized block design with approxi-
mately ten plants per plot was used in this study, The analysis was 
done by the IBM 1410 on unweighted plot means to obtain the m.ean of 
each character for each population. 
The F-test was made and if found to be significant, the 
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Least Significance Difference· (L.S,D,) and the Duncan's Multiple Range 
Test was used to test mean differences. The m.id-parent and high parent 
means were used to evaluate heterosis,' 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The mean, coefficient of variation, and L.S.D. are tabulated 
in Appendix Tables XV through XIX for plant height, height of leaves, 
crown width, green weight, and dry weight. The coefficient of varia-
tion for each hybrid and parent is tabulated in Appendix Table XXII, 
for the above characters. A Duncan's Multiple Range Test is presented 
in Appendix Table XX and XXI for the inflorescence characters and perM 
cent seed set. The means of hybrids after being separated into different 
groups on the basis of a common parent are presented in Appendix Table 
XXIII, 
Results 
Plant Height: The heights of all hybrids plants (Table I and 
II) with the exception of hybrid 58x685a-1 were significantly greater 
than their mid-parent values in both years of study. An increase in 
height over that of the taller parent was expressed in 1963 by hybrids 
58x503a-2, 58x694aN2, 58x697b~3, 58x768-l, and 58x70-a&b (Table I), The 
same hybrids, with one exception, exhibited an increase in height over 
their taller parent in 1964. The height.attained by hybrid 58x768-l 
(Table II) was slightly greater than its taller parent, but not statis-
~ 
tically different in 1964. The hybrid designated as 58x697b-3 was not 
available for study in 1964, 
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TABLE I 
THE DEVIATION, IN PERCENT t OF THE HYBRID GENERATION MEANS 
FROM THE HIGH PAREN'r ,AND MlD• PAlUi:Nt MEANS FOR 
PLANr HEIGHT IN l}OTHRIOCJJL.QA IN 1963 
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---· ________ _,,, _____________________ .._.. __________________ ___ 
S8xS03a*"2 
S8x6 94a"' 2 
56xSll•<i. 
58x697b111 3 
58¥.68.Sa•l 
S8~76S•l 
58x13lb .. ·l 
58x70.•a&b 
58~323 
" 
I .iW!il& 
iliiji 151tlill 1il h a Cl 
61.10** 
** Significantly high@r at the 0,01 lev1l~ 
·1~96 
... 14,62 
TABLE IX 
THE DEVIATION, IN PERCEN.r • OF THE HYBRID GENERATION MEANS 
FROM THE HIGH PARENT AND THE MID• PARENT MEANS FOR 
PLANT HEIGHT IN PHRIQCijlQA lN 1964 
' , .. " 
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liXb;[il.d : ma;:i,unf · ~.. '·~,.. High garant 
-
.. 
58x503a•2 21,80** 
58x694a•2 12,88** 
56x511•1 22,98** 
58x685a•l 3.20 
58x768•1 19.68** 
58x733b•l 14064** 
58x70•a&b 42,84** 
58x323 25.70** 
S8x348 10. 73** 
* Significantly higher at the 0,05 level. 
** Significantly highe:r at the 0.01 level, 
3,17* 
12.82** 
•0,46 
•9.46 
2.03 
.. 2.54 
21. 97** 
... 3.13 
.. 11.32 
The hybrids in which heterosis was not expressed relative 
to the best parent exhibited negative deviations ranging from 14.62% 
for 58x348 in 1963 to 0.46% for 56x511-1 in 1964, 
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Height of Leaves: All hybrids in 1963 showed a significant 
increase in height of leaves over the mid-parent values of their res-
pective parents (Table IV). In 1963, the only hybrids showing a negative 
deviation from its mid-parent was 58x768-l. The other hybrids exhibited 
a significant increase over their mid-parent with the exception of hybrid 
58x685a-l (Table III). An increase in height of leaves over that of the 
best parent was expressed by hybrids 58x70-a&b, 58x503a-2, and 58x733b-l, 
during both years of study. This increase was significant only for 
hybrid 58x70-a&b. Three other hybrids exhibited positive deviations 
from the mean of their best parent, but were not statistically signi-
ficant (Table III and Iv). 
The negative deviations of the remaining hybrids from their 
best parent was rather low, with a range from 0.59% in 56x511-l to 
9.96% in 58x348. Hybrid 58x348 was the only one to show a negative 
deviation from its best parent during both years of study. 
Crown Width: The crown·width of all hybrid plants, with the 
exception of hybrids 58x694a-2 and 58x768·1 was significantly greater 
than their mid-parent value in both yea·rs of study. (Table V and VI) . 
These two hybrids exhibited negative deviations of less than three 
percent both years. The hybrids 56x511-l and 58x70-a&b were the only 
ones to show an increase in crown width over their best parent during 
both years of study; however, only in.58x70-a&b was the increase 
significant. Hybrid 58x697b·3 in 1963 and 58x348 in 1964 were the 
TABLE 111 
THE DEVIATION, IN PERCENT, OF THE HYBRID G.ENERA.T:tON MFANS 
FROM THI HlGH PARENT AND THE M:W-l?AlU~NT. MEANS :FOR 
J;LEIGHT OF. t~:AVE:S IN 1urum:r.0CjltQ, tN 196:3 
-·--·l-l8_t_l_t1S:.w.M11-••-·-I-Ull-••-IIUl-l_lM ___ l___ ,..... 111_JS--l-·--•-WW110llilitall.lW1il.lllilUa DI: &d lo :u• 
Ji.YJ?iW ...... 
- , . ----~~!».l...-·-· •. --......... Jt;IJd\ EIISUU 
S8xS03a•2 s • .52** 
S8x694a•2 1,20 
.56xS11•1 35.35** 
S8x697b•3 5 • 97 '#rff 
S8x68Sa•1 0,81 
.58x768•1 •4,04 
.58x733b•l 4,09* 
S8x70-a&b 62.07** 
S8x323 38,80** 
58x348 18,64** 
- .• ihl i!YPilllliW.tl' ..... • ..... 17577 
-
* Significantly higher at the 0,05 ll.evd. 
'"* Sign:Lf icantly higher at th1 o. 01 ltv~l.· 
3o02 
•6.05 
... 0.59 
•1.62 
.,Q,04 
•11.43 
O,lS 
25,25** 
0.06 
•9,94 
--
Tii,8 LE 'fJJ 
THI nmvr.Air:tON, :tN :P:€l.\CJ!m, o:r 'l:1Ht!l HY&ll'.YJ GIENF.ItA.tttoN MF'ANS 
,ROM 'rH.'S HIGH l'AlEl:f.r AND 1:M M:CD•PAl\EN'l: MEANS P'tllt 
Hl:tGl~ or LEAVES XN ltlffl\'tOcmJ)A tN 1964 
sei\!;501111 1 1,.,o~n~ 
:ilbt:~ 141111 ;2 a.o. 74** 
Si:it!U111 i 26,14ww 
51btl81111 1 28,69ww 
.l\8:M:768111 1 29,76** 
H:itU3bis i, at.o3•• 
,a~·,o·a&b 37 000\\''W 
S8lle323 1.4,86,'1* 
58x:l48 14,28** 
2,01 
iil,Uww 
•Ch7G 
L19t 
1,36 
1i414 
16v67\\'W 
ill9.87 
·9~96 
TABLE V 
THE :OEVJATION, IN PERCENT, OF. '.CHE llYBRl'.D GENERATION MEANS 
FROM THE HIGH PARE:NT AND MID• PA.REN? MEANS FOR 
CROWN WIOTti IN BOTHl.UOQ~ IN 196.3 
=>UIILLjBaQ'llllliiif'·•t1iFEWt:mwr::slF.l'•.._w :::e; FTTFTIV'"i.i·- ..-..,1111ii.....-...T • .N9!ilWl!r.':S, ij I iilii!.'!-
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JMtl,4 · mr ,.., ' fi• l liiWJJiiltaMEJllllllll~fillllfilil lJ&cl•Fa;:1»= = T High Parran; 
.58x5031'"'2 4.69* 
S8x694•2 ·0.82 
S4x511"'1 12.0S** 
S8x697b•:3 10,86** 
58x68Sa•l 6.97** 
58x768 .. ltl/ •8.00 
58x733b•l 9,13** 
58x70-a&b 9,56*~' 
S81t323 1.5.73** 
S8x348 12,29'1'1•* 
-
... ~--·~-lli;,il ! :ttmll "iM ......... 
-- ·-· 
'If~ :S:l.gn:l.f!.cantly h:f.glw:r;' at the OoOS lev1l. 
** Signif:Lcantly higher at the 0.01 l.,v®l, 
-o.as 
•3. 97 
0,42 
7o34** 
·l.01 
•13 • .57 
0,60 
s.2S** 
... 2.os 
•2,6'7 
--5 
TABLE VI 
THE DEVIATION, IN PERCENT, OF THE HYBRID GENERATION MEANS 
FROM Ttm HIGH PARENT AND MID• PARENT MEANS FOR 
CROWN WIDTH IN BOTHRIO,c.HLOA IN 1964 
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Ryb[id Pl • s••- tiid"'J!I~ 
--
.. JUgh Parms, 
S8xS03•2 18.53*'* o.aa 
S8x694a•2 •2,70 •9.10 
S6xSll•l 16. 79** 2.41 
58x685a•l 18.39** o9/ 
58x768•1 1.21 ... 17. 92 
58x7.33b•l 17,21** •2o53 
58x70•a&b 29. 73*'1t 17.38** 
S8x323 14.97'1'~* 1.u 
S8x34,8 24.42** 9.lS**· 
Ml•ilDlill!tllr.J~- 11ai,., ·-Iii--
** Signi.ficantly higher at the 0,01 level, 
JJ,I S8x685a•l-had the same crown width as its bast parent 
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only other hybrids to show a significant increase over their best 
parent (Table V), Two other hybrids exhibited small increases over 
their best parent that were non-significant. Negative deviations 
of the remaining hybrids ranged from 0.85 to 13.57% in 1963 (Table V) 
and from 2,53 to 17.92% in 1964 (Table VI), The crown width of 
58x768~1 in 1963 was smaller than either parent, 
Green Weight: The green weight of all hybrids was signi .. 
ficantly greater than their m1d~parent value in 1964 (Table VIII), 
In 1963, only 58x768-1 and 58x694a-2 produced less than their mid-
parent value. The remaining hybrids expressed a significant increase 
over their mid-parent with the exception of hybrid 58x685a-1. A 
significant increase in green weight production over the best parent 
was exhibited only in hybrids 58x70-a&b and 56x511-1 during both years 
of study (Table VIII and IX), 
.(. I 
Two hybrids in/1963 (Table VIII) and 
three hybrids in 1964 (Table IX), exhibited increases up to 15% over 
their best parent that were non-significant, Four hybrids exhibited 
negative deviations from their best parent ranging from 6.01 to 38.93%. 
Dry Weight: The dry weight of all hybrid plants, (Table X), 
with the exception of hybrid 58x783b-1 was significantly greater than 
their mid-parent value in 1964, In 1963, only three hybrids; 58x694a-2, 
58x685a-l, and 58x768-l, failed to show a significant increase in dry 
weight over their mid-parent ('rable IX) • The hybrid 58x70-a&b produced 
over two and one~half times more than its mid-parent and over twice as 
much as its best parent during both years, An increase over their best 
parent was exhibited by hybrids 58x70-a&b, 56-511-1, and 58x503a-2 
during both years of study. The increase exhibited by hybrid 58x503a-2 
TABLE VII 
THE DEV rAT ION, IN PERCEN'l\ OF THE HYBRID GENERA'.UON MEANS 
FROM THE HIGH PARJ.Ufr ANO MlD•PARENT MEANS FOR 
GREEN WEIGHT I ~ IN 1963 
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BJ: bt; &.d....... • • ·z II ....... "JIINWQ ,=· ~ Jilisl• -lU!..~--.............. ....,,..,.._, .. .11\Ltl{b .i!~ 
58x503a'"2 24e87*'1t a.:n 
48>i.694a•2 .. 24.96 •32.0l 
S6xSU•l 98,27** 22e69*'1t 
S8x697b•3 11030** Ov83 
.58x685a .. l 5.38 •6,01 
S8:it768• l •30.39 .... 38, 93 
S8x733b'"'l 24.24** 0,94 
S8x70•a&b 154,16** 66.42** 
.58x343 
.5.3 .1 S **' .. 10,41 
S8x348 17 11.Sl** •27 .69 
.. 1111 ... , ..... ii ......... m•- llllnMI I ii Diii . I e ll1IVIMllll1Hiil!~ IHI I 81 tllllPla llillllliil llilml ............. 
** Significantly higher at the 0,01 lev~l, 
TABLE VIII 
TRE DEVIATION, IN PERCENT, OF THE HYBRID GENERATION MEANS 
FllOM TUE HIGH PARENT AND MID-PARENX MEANS FOR 
GREEN WEIGR'l' IN BOTHRIOCHLO' IN 1964 
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JiY-2.U .. iCE>liiWP157Wwtr 19i" -, w,st· f1;a,nt :rmtrmrnOSlt:a'ne:rr .. ...... Ji&I.Ul-r.tni 
SO:x50311 .. 2 58,42** 
S8x694a•2 37,32** 
S6x51l•l 112,Sl** 
S8x68Sa .. l 61.0S** 
58x768·l 22.34** 
S8x733b .. l 16. 14* 
S8x70 .. a&b 163.0S** 
58:n:.323 35,80** 
58:H:348 47,08** 
* Significantly higher at the 0,05 level. 
** S:ign:l.f:lcantly higher at the 0,01 lsvel, 
lS,12 
11,12** 
49.84** 
13,68 
•'19.13 
•2411180 
95,.50** 
... 12.95 
.. lOo 97 
TABLE IX 
THE DEVIATION, IN PERCENT, OF THE HYBRID GENERATION MEANS 
FROM THE HIGH PARENT AND MID· PARENT MEANS FOi 
DRY WEIGHr IN BOTHRIOCHLOA IN 1963 
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HY;brid Mid· Parent High Pareas 
58x503a•2 11,11** 
58x694a•2 •20.63 
.56x511•1 115,65** 
58x697b•3 16.78** 
S8x685a•l •l,15 
58x768•1 •21.63 
S8x733b•1 30,49** 
58x70•a&b 216,16** 
5Bx323 49, 27** 
58x348 39,.76*,'f 
* Significantly higher at the o.os level, 
*"-' Sign:l.f:l.cantly higher at the 0,01 level. 
10.Sl 
111 31.90 
33,25** 
2.00 
.. 1.19 
•28 .. 08 
l6e108* 
103.88** 
-13;79 
•15,57 
TABLE X 
THE DEVIA'.t'ION, IN PERCEfl'l\, OF THE HYBRID GENERATION MEANS 
FROM THE HIGH PARENT AND MID .. PAREN'I' MEANS '.F'OR 
DRY WEIGHT IN BQ,t:fm.IOCHLQA IN 1964 
ijyb:rid 
___.;.. Mid:,,Parent .. High Parent 
58x503a"'2 49, 62*~" 14.,91 
58x694a·2 35.02** 7.15 
.56x5ll•l l.03.53** 59.,00** 
58:it68.5a• l 51.27** 11. 73** 
S8x768•1 39, 96\\"t'f "'7o18 
S8x733b ... 1 13,14 .. 23.17 
.58x70•a&b 163,22** 107042** 
S8x323 83,97 3,96 
S8x348 60,.52** 5.:32 
1-lii • •• ..... • lilli-
-·- . 
-.. ;1n11••;••••--
** Significantly 'higher at the 0,01 level .. 
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was not statistically different from its best parent (Table IX and X). 
The.hybrid designated as 58x733b-l was the only other case of a'.hybrid 
exhibiting a significant increase over its best parent during either 
year. 
Five hybrids in 1963 and two in 1964 showed negative devia-
tions from their best parent ranging from 1.19 to 31.90%. Hybrid 
58x768-l exhibited a negative deviation from its best parent during 
both years. 
Axis Length: Axis length was studied only in 1964. Most of 
the.hybrids were intermediate between the mid-parent and the high parent. 
Only two hybrids, 58x768-l and 58x348 failed to shpw a signifirant 
increas-e in axis length over the average of their parents. These hybrids 
exhibited negative deviation from their mid-parent of 34.52 and 34.48% 
respectively (Table XI), The other hybrids showed positive de~iations 
from the average of their mid-parent ranging from 8.42 to 49,79%. The 
only hybrids to exhibit an increase in axis length over their best parent 
were 58x694a-2 and 58x685a-1, but these increases were not statistically 
significant (Table XI). The remaining hybrids expressed negative devia· 
tions from their best parent ranging from 10.18% in 58x70-a&b to 57.90% 
in 58x768-l, 
Length of Upper Racemes: Length of the upper racemes was 
studied only in 1964. A significant increase over the mid-parent was 
exhibited in hybrids 58x694a-2, 58x768-l, and 58x733b-1. The hybrid 
designated as 56x5ll-1 expressed a 2.58% increase over its mid-parent, 
but this was not statistically signif.icant. · The other hybrids exhibited 
negative deviations from the average of their parents ranging from 2,76 
T.ABLE XI 
THE DEVIATION, IN PERCENT i OF THE H.YBRIO GENERATION M.EANS 
FROM THE HIGH PAREN'l' AND THE MID• PARENT FOR 
AXIS LENGTH IN BOTHRIOC11t0}.. IN 1964 
16. 88'1i·'lf~ .. zoqo2 
8.421,* 3~58 
29 4' 39~'1"'/f .. ,20~76 
49. 79,"t'if 2~ss 
•34~ 52 .. 57 ~90 
15q 57*"( "'l:3. 06 
58x323 9 0 68~'t* "'29.06 
58:i::348 .. 34,4a ""61ull 
23 ~ 92'1'1: "'10~18 
o;r . ·-1><: ........... ~ 
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TABLE XII 
THE DEV1A~UON~ IN PERCEN'.C~ OF THE HVR'RID GENERATION MEANS 
FROM THE HIGH PARENT AND THC MID• PARENT F'OR l.ENGTH 
o:i~ UPPER RACEME OF .~OTrffiIQCHLOA IN 1964 
-•••--.,--.......,w.,.....--,ut-•-•-•Q --•-----• -••• ,._.. .• ~ ._, · w r· ,n: IMI----« ee•nirt&:Ulill lll'nnwr:.d1111i1ui11W~er • 'q111 • • 
S8x503a .. 2 
S8x694a•2 
S6x.511•1 
· S8x68.5a .. 1 
S8x733b ... l 
58:K323 
SSx:348 
S8x70a!~b 
• 
Mid• P11·ant,,,, 
•2.'76 
1S.32'1h'C' 
2,58 
... 21.6:3 
10.,80** 
2Sa3S*~'f 
.. 14,99 
•18 • .50 
•6,73 
.. l,IMl'lj •• if ···~'""ll _ais'h Par ant;, 
•16,10 
9ij25* 
•611.51 
.. 30,48 
3.41 
21. 951, 
.. 26.36 
•29,31 
.. 10,06 
-------------------------------------------.-----------
* Signif:tcantl.y hightr at the o.os lev~JI.., 
** S:i.gnific~i"ittly h.:f.gber at tht 0.01 lav,1. 
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to 21. 6% Crable XII). An increase in upper raceme length over the 
best parent was expressed in hybrids 58x733b·l, 58x694a-2, and .58x768-l, 
but the .increase was not significant for hybrid 58x768 .. l. Five hybrids 
exhibited negaUve deviations from the mean of their mid~parent and 
high parent during both years (Table XII), 
!:!,ngth of Lower Racemes: l'his chat•acter was studied in the 
parents and hybrids in 1964, The only hybrids that failed to show an 
increase in lower racem.e length over the avet:age of their ·parents 
were 58x685a-l, 58x323, and 58x348 (Table XIII), '!'he other 'tiybrids 
exhibited significant increases ranging from 5.17 to 32.78%. An 
increase in lower raceme length over the best parent was expressed 
by hybrids 56x511-1 and 58x733b-l, but only in 56x511-l was the 
increase significant. The hybrids in which heterosis was not expressed 
relative to the best parent exhibited negative deviations ranging from 
2.51% in 58x694a-2, to 39,70% in 58x323 (Table XIII), 
Percent Seed Set: Percent seed set of the parents and hy-
brids was studied in 1963. A significant increase over the average of 
their parents was exhibited by hybrids 58x503a=2, 58x323 3 58x348, and 
58x70-a&b (Table XIV). Negative deviations of the hybrids not expressing 
heterosis relative to the mid-parent ranged from 8.03 to 62.7%, with 
three hybrids exhibiting a percent seed set that was lower than either 
of their parents. A significant increase in seed set over the best par-
ent was expressed by 58x503a-2 and 58x70=a&b. '!'he remaining hybrids 
exhibited negative deviations from their high parent ranging from 9.87 
to 70.50%, with most of the deviations falling between 17 and 36% 
('rable XIV). 
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Winter Hardiness: Tpe hybrids and parents were evaluated in 
the spring of 1964 to determine which plants of the 1963 planting sur-
1rr:, 
vived the winter. The only plants to recover were the four Bothriochloa 
ischaemum accessions which were used as male parents. There were no 
hybrids that survived the winter.indicating that there was not a trans-
fer of the winter hardiness character from B, ischaemutn to the hybrid 
plants. The twenty chrom.osomes of hardy]., ischaemum. may not be suf-
ficient to produce winter hardy hybrids, unless a specific combination 
is used. 
'IAl3 LE XII I 
THE DEVIATION, IN PERCENT,. OF THE HYBRID GENERATION MEANS 
FROM THE HIGH PARENT AND MID• PARENT FOR LENGTH OF 
LOWER RACEME OF J;WTHRIQQHLOt. IN 1964 
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RYbird Mid• P§u;ent. 
-
Hj..&h ParetlL 
58x503a·2 7.76** 
58x694a•2 6.91** 
56x511·1 32.78** 
58x685a•l ·7.82 
58x768•1 5 .. 95* 
58x733b•l 15.97** 
58x323 •22,87 
58x348 •10.87 
58x70•a&b .s •. 17* 
__ .:.J"' ~~-~···· Signif:lcantly/ higher at the o.os level • 
. . '.*f! Sign:l.f:l.cantly· higher at the 0,Pl level, 
·10.41 
•2,,51 
20.45* 
.-..16 .. 12 
•5.70 
7.63*1 
... 39.07 
•32.24 
... 6,18 
TABLE XIV 
T!U: DEVL\TlONu lN PERCEllfl' ~ O.i TliE HYB'.R1.D GENERATION MEANS 
FROM THE H.IGli PARENT AND MID• P.AIU!!NT MFANIS :rmR 
PERCENT SEED SET OF BQTlil\iQCHtQA IN 1963 
I -
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.1!1!11i1.1-1·b;.11,i,.;,.;1d:_;,, _ " --·--.. -· .. -· ____ ....,.M .. &Jllili,s ..... i . 1 ... ;,;;,;cna.i:ta.-..----·-·-·-U&ib.b.f.!Dl 
S8x503a•2 
.58x694a .. 2 
S8x697b .. 3 
.58x6 OSa .. 1.II 
58x7 6 s-1.1/ 
58x7:33h•iJl&I 
.58x323 
S8x70•a&b 
47.40** 42064** 
•1311:30 
•62.78 
•8,03 
20.29** 
* Sisnif:tca:ntly highet at the 0,0S levelo 
** Sign:l.ficantly higher at tht.. OoOl levielo 
Discussion 
Heterosis as used in this study is defined as 1) a signi· 
ficant increase in the hybrid population over the mid-parent and 2) 
a significant increase over the best parent, for the character under 
consideration, Each character studied exhibited heterosis relative 
to the mid·p•rent in at least one cross, This was due in most part 
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to the inferior quality and size of the male parents for most characters. 
The B, ischaemum var, ischaemum plants are low in yield, the plants 
mature early and are stemm.y, With one exception, each character ex-
hibited heterosis in at least one cross with respect to the best par-
ent. This exception was for the character of axis length which was 
intermediate between the two parents in most cases, although two 
hybrids gave small .positive deviations from the mean of their best 
parents. The intermediacy of the hybrids for inflorescence characters 
as found in this study is comparable to results obtained by Chheda and 
Harlan (1962), who found that hybrids between Bothriochloa intermedia 
X-750 and Dicanthium fecundum. 6525 were interm.ediate in most characters. 
Their results showed of the seven hybrids studied, all were intermediate 
between their parents for axis length and five were intermediate for 
length of longest raceme. Two of these hybrids exhibited a raceme 
length longer than that of the longest parent raceme. Harlan (1963) 
reported that the introgression produc·ts between !· intermedia and 
B. ischaemum were i.nterm.ediate between the parents with respect to 
raceme length and axis length, It should also be noted that the 
hybrid designated as 58x694a-2 in the present study was a hexaploid 
that resulted from the fertilization of an unr~duced egg. This could 
possibly explain the increase in axis hmgth and upper raceme length 
over the best parent, since this hybrid would tend to show m.ore 
maternal characters. The ranking of this hybrid near the top for 
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most characters chould possibly be explained on this basis, however, 
both parents of this hybrid were superior to the other parents used. 
1'he hybrids 56x511 .. 1 and 58x768-l were the only other hybrids that 
were known to be hexaploids. The hybrid 56x511-l gave consistent 
increases over the best parent indicating that maternal inheritance may. 
b~ important, however, 58x768 very rarely gave a significant increase 
ov·er its. best parent. 
'!"he increase in percent seed set of some plants could have 
been due to a specific pollen parent. Celarier and Harlan (1957) 
reported that most of these materials are pseudogamous and that pollen 
of a certain kind is required to stimulate seed production. Dewald 
and Harlan (1961) reported that when!· intermedia 2655 was used as a 
female, Dicanthium annulatum pollen proved to be much more effective in 
stimulating seed formation than the plant's own pollen. The foreign 
pollen not only stimulated more seed, but it was more rapid in its 
effects. Harlan et al. - (1961) reported on the influen.ce of various 
I --
pollen sources on seed set of X-750. The results showed that when 
plants of!· intermedia var. graham.i..!, were used as males about twelve 
seeds were set per inflorescence. When~· annulatum sources were used, 
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the seed set was about 33 per inflorescence. The crossabili.ty between 
X-750 and most accessions of!· intermedia was poor, with only 6.6 
seed set per inflorescence. Since the material used to determine 
percent seed set was collected without control of the pollen parent, 
the source of pollen. could have com.e from a wide v·ariety of plants. 
The consistent heterosis for plant height found in this 
study in comparable to the results of Marani (1961), who found a large 
degree of heterosis for plant height :tn interspecific hybrids of cotton. 
The increase in height of the hybrids in this case was undesirable from 
an agronomic point of view because of the difficulties in harv·esting, 
cultivation, irrigation, and other cultural practices, The data of the 
present study indicate that plant height, height of leaves, crown width 
and yield characters will be most likely to giv·e consistent increases 
over the mid-parent, These results are comparable to those of Newell 
and Peters (1961), who reported that interspecific Andropogon, hybr:Lds 
exceeded the average of the parent types by 20% in heigh·t of leaves, 
9% in total height of plants, and 59% in total plan·t yields. The basal 
spread of the hybrids was interm.ediate between the ·two parents. 
The results of hybridization :in.dicate that the expression of 
heterosis depends on a specific combination of genes, since hybrids 
having practically the same parents show varying degrees of heterosis 
and that the mating of diverse types does not necessarily ·produce 
heteros:Ls in the hybrids. The desirability of a specific combination 
depends upon the particular character of interest, since heterosis 
for one character does not necessarily mean. that hybrid vi.gor will be 
exhibited for all characters, 
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In twenty out of thirty-six cases the crosses involving the 
Bothriochloa ischaemum 6583 as the male parent exhibited the greatest 
heterosis for a particular character over the mid~parent or hi.gh parent. 
A hybrid superior to all others was found in this group for dry weight 
production. Crosses involving the!· ischaemu.m 7162 as the male parent 
exhibited greatest vigor in only one·out of seven cases relative to the 
best parent and four out of thirty-nine cases relative to the mid-
parent. '!'his parent. produced a higher percentage incre~se :i.11 vigor for 
hybrids having!· i,ntermedia var. graham:IJ. as the other parent than 
those having 11· !E:!:.!!'.!!1.:..~.Bt. var. montl:l.P.!l· The hybrid 58x733bMl of this 
group gave the largest green weight yield of all hyb:r·ids in 1963. 
Sir1ce the fem.ale parent of hybrid 58x12B was not available for study, 
the only hybrid having ]\,. ischaen1um 7498 as it:s male '(HI rent was 58x348. 
Maximuin heterosis was not expressed by this hybri.d for any character; 
however, the crown width of this hyb·rid was superior to a11 other 
hybrids in 1964. 
'l'he c:r:ones involving ! . ,;!.1:1terme~J..! ,rar, ~!..I;!,,! accession 
5297, as the female parent expressed hetex·osis in thirteen cases re .. 
lat:i.ve to the m:i.d~parent an.d in seven cases relative to the best parent, 
There were only two c1:HH!JS in which greatest vigor for a irn:i:'ticuhr 
character W'1:il exp:t•esH,d, but at: th.Ill H'rn.e tim.e these hybrid~ W~l'iili ~up,ere 
ior to all othfi!t's fo:t> three chat·act~i·s in 1963 f.ind six ch!l'i:!:'tli.Ct@ln in 
l 96li,, '.Chie d'bh explanation f'oi1~ the lack of h~t:e1·od~ in thHe hy~ 
fact: that: t.he !: ill~f!!.~~! var. i!L~!!!i.1 !'ilrid ~·  
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These vigorous parents probably arose as a product of introgressive 
hybridization between two di.fferent species and may have bu.U t in 
heterosis as a result of their polyploid condition. The hybrids may, 
therefore, be very v·igorous, but would not necessarily express heterosis 
relative to their parents. T.he two crosses involving the self ... sterile 
parent 56x750 as their female parent exhibited heterosis relative to 
the mid .. parent for most characters, but hete:rosis :r.·elative to the best 
parent was expressed in only one character. Thb i.ndicates that the 
specific combination of genes necessary for the expression of maximum. 
vigor did not occu1• in these hybrids • 
'l'he only hybrid expressing heterosi.s in practically all 
characters with respect to both the mid-parent and high parent was 
58x70-a&b. This hybrid expressed the highest percentage increase in 
hybrid vigor for six characters; however, only in dry weight production 
was it superior to other hybrids. This can possibly be explained by the 
fact that both parents of this hybrid were inferior plants and possibly 
because one parent was a hybrid itself, These results again indicate 
the need for specific combinations. for heterosis to be expressed, since 
three other hybrids having practically the same parents expressed vary~ 
ing degrees of heterosis or none ·at all. 
From the present data, it appears that plant hei.ght, height 
', 
of leaves, crown width, and yield characters will be most likely to 
give consistent increases over the mid-parent as a result of hybrid-
ization, since·these characters exhibit:ed a hybrid mean greater than 
the mid-parent ·more frequently for all cross-es. Pl.ant height appears 
to be the character most frequently e:x.:pressing heterosis relativ·e to 
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the high parent. The inflorescence characters showed a greater tendency 
to be intermediate between the parents, with very few instances of a 
hybrid giving a significant increase over its best parent for inflore-
scence characters. 
The influence of environment was very important. The fact 
that one hybrid may·rank near·the top for a character one year and 
close to the bottom the next indiciates that some genotypes express 
heterosis in one envb:omnent, but not :i.n othe:i:·s, 
It should be emphasized that this study deals, for the most 
part, with true int:erspecific hybrids and that the parerl't:s must 'be 
genetically quite different from each other. The Fi plants should, 
therefore, be highly heterozygous yet they do not: necessarily show 
heterosis, Consistent heterot1c expressions are found only in certain 
individual specific combinations such as in hybrid 58x70~a&:'b. Other 
plants derived from almost identical crosses do not show consistent 
heterosis, Consistent heterotic expressions are found only in certain 
individual specific combinations such as in hybrid 58x7Q,,.a&b. Other 
plants derived from almost: identical crosses do not show consistent 
heterosis, It may well be that the relatively poor performance of some 
specific combio.at:ions is. due to physiological and/ or genetic imbalance 
resulting from the very fact that these a:r.'e interspecific hybrids and 
that only occasional specific genetic combinations are able to avoid 
this kind of imbalance and give a favo1.•able response. In a·ny case, 
the results would suggest that a relatively few major genes are res-
ponsible for heterosis or lack of it in these materials, If a large 
number of genes were involved, we would expect similar crosses to give 
similar results and sister plants of a given cross to be more or less 
alike. 
It should also. be emphasized that the F1 plants studied 
reproduced apomictically with the exception of 56x511~1 which is 
rather sexual. In studying a given hybrid, therefore, we were not 
dealing with a population of F1 plants but with replications of a 
single clone, 
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SUMM!RY. A.ND CONC:t.USl.ONSl 
H~t®rosi:a: wi1e found :bi <!lt l~.t:1st one ci·or~w :fen:: e.U (:ba.:rat:t~.:tl!l', 
®tu.di~d rehti.v~ tic th1 mid'"pi!rant, ~,."11:.i~ :il.1ngth W&M'l tht <O'.ttJLy tha·tac"' 
tet• :tu whir.h a hybrid. m(;litllt\ W;lll not 1i1d .. ;11:U:i,e:iantJl.y d,:l.f11!1it.'(!!l'1(tt :fi:com th, hi,gh 
ps.rrtlll~t tt1 a!l:ly ~.·roH , 
Th~ &!1Vidl!\1!iiti prH®t1ted ili'ild:ttat~, that hybrid vig,or bi f.~:i,q,:1:'1H1.:id 
more frequrat1·tl:y f(Or p1ant he:tght, h1:ight o:f :rL~a·wri:ii&11» @rown wild.th~ gr~rr:1rn 
weight 1.u·1d dry w®igh.t in all ll!rOH®i relatiwi to ·th~ m:td..,pati1nt, It 
appe.ars that pltaif!.t height will gi\'® mot"«t, (\Ondijt:e·r.lt: i·1rM::t'tUl!®EHl.l over the 
high pa:r:ent as a r~sult o:f hybr:id:t:Htioni B:iroi©-e thi.s ~iha·r,u::ter e.xhibi.tied 
a. httrt·i,l mean greatl!:lr than thei high pareu.t m~an f(cl'r. al.l cr.oHe,tS more 
frequently than any other c'haract~r.. A p1:udtiv<a d.evi,ation ft'om the: msan 
of the be~t p,u:ent was exhib:U::ied in seve.:r."al hy'bi·:ld~ for he:1ght of lea,···ee, 
but. d.gnifican-cie wa~ r·are1ly ind.:1.oatad.. A s:i.g1.11ifi.r..,iu11.t ®xprlEIHion. of 
h~terosb for g1~0?.ieti and dry weight ~we.:r th® high p1n~e:H1.t wais U.mite.d in 
most it:ases to two hybrid". 'th~ i\\'1.flort'H:men.(';t\11 ~hat·at!:it~·r~ 1howed. a g:r.iea.ter 
t~nd(tlncy to be i.ntermedi.ete betwee.n the pa:r.~mtsi 9,nd th¢.;t'\lii'. w®ire. ve:i::y fa11w 
i.n:stancee of a hyb:dd exhibit:b·is a is:i.gn:l! .. U.~ant :b::i~t·ea!:!e OV(i:r. :!J::$ b®st 
pa:r.reut fot' th€ti:;e chara©.tere o 1ieit1J;l:rosi.l\il :fo:ra p,ic11:J:;1C(l];nt $~~1!1.'.d s.et wais e,, .. 
pu1ssl\jd by foui: hybi:ids re~ at:f:vei t\O tht:"l mid .... p1$:!:'Elt1.t: a.nd two hybr:i,d~, t'e:nla .. 
tiv~ tro the be1t p~·r~mt. Tht''l:.i hybridei e.xh:lb:U;11•:d e p~rc:~:i:it !imed H,t 
thet was lowliBr than. ieith!Gl:r parent~ 'I'h® W'.ifi.t(!'t·ha:r.d:i:n.1H o:f: th, J" 
i!S...Qi!.iD.Ym pat'1::u1ts W'1.ie not fou:m.'1, :f.n any hyb:r.:ld.., 
t,i,9 
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Since the crosses between Bo~~~Jll?_!. intermedi@ var o grahamji 
and]• jptermedk,_var, mont,anJ! exhibited l®eis hetercsh than th~ othet· 
crosses~ it seems to indicate that these parents hav® built•in heter· 
cuds due: to their origin by introgree:eive hybt'id:i.za.tion. The results 
also indicate that heterosis is probably due to sp~cific combinations 
of genes rather than to heterozygosity obtained by mating diverse types, 
since individual combinations may be outstanding, whil$ sieter pl~nts 
may be ueeleell!lo Some individual clones may make ex~~Uent parenu 
even though they may give a poor performanc..e by t.hemie!!lvieso 'I'he influ• 
ence of matarnal inheritance may also be important in the hexaploid 
hybrids for some characters. 
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58:!!;694& .. 2 
56:l!:150 
S8x323 
58:itl2B 
S8:1t503.ra ... :, 
S8:K70'".a&b 
58x168 .. 1 
265.'5 
5297 
5404 
5,UO 
StJiit.'348 
.!Hix? .33h"' l 
Sl1,SO 
ss~su ... 1 
5168 
56x482 
58x685a"'l 
1162 
:u~ga 
6583 
,;5104 
'.LilSvDw 
t,eS~D11 
c~v. 
':CABLE XV 
PlAN1~ HEIGHT I IN IN(;'l-!ES O OF THE PARgN".rS_ AM) l:lYBRlDS 
IN BOTHRIOCUtOA W 1963 and 196~,. ·, .. 
eo~ 11 58;W.6 9iH\"' 2 69~ 94. 
58,95 S8x697b®.3 69.,86 
51.11 S8xUB 6708.5 
56t87 56;1t7 .50 67 .4,8 
55@52 58x3::!.3 66033 
55,,0l 58x503a .. 2 66021 
541105 58x7 O,ti&:b 64i4:L 
5:lv81 5404 63 •. 20 
.'3.3. '74 265.S 60098 
53 .. :a:3 58lt'7:J.)b00 l 60u90 
52.96 58xS:U .. l .59. 79 
52,2.8 58Jt768 .. lJ. 5tl~ 57 
,'.il.a98 .':iS,t:i48 57 .,62 
S0.26 5168 56084 
SOi0~3 52.97 ,~.i6 • 80 
49.48 ,,~.10 SStOS 
/i,SalO 58x6a5~ro1l S3o82. 
4f:i,a80 S6x4ll2. if,8037 
37.35 '7162 4:2.01' 
:tS.48 7496 36~4·.5 
31.,92 5704, :n.0:1 
3ll..U 6583 3la60 
0~05 0.02.16 o~a42a 
OGOl 1a09!i lij].07 
l+,61 S,36 
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TABLE XVI 
HEIGHT OF LEAVES 8 IN INCHES, OF THE PAREN'l'S AND HYBRIDS 
IN ~QTijRIOCHLQA IN 1963 AND 1964 
S29i 
S8x697b-3 
5410 
.58x6 9l1,.t1 .. 2 
sa~70 .. a&b 
.58x12B 
S8x323 
S6x1SO 
.58~733b ... l 
5404 
58x503amo2 
2655 
58x768 .. l 
56~511 .. l 
58x34,8 
5168 
58x685a"'l 
7162 
.56x482 
7498 
6583 
,5704 
LoS,Dc 
L,S,D., 
CoV, 
o .. os 
0 .. 01 
35,90 
35.32 
3.5,65 
. 3,'.3.73 
33.68 
33.,32 
33.2,3 
33021 
31,76 
:n.11 
31,70 
30.77 
30~69 
30~59 
29~91 
29082 
29.81 
29~32 
26,89 
17 0 2,2 
14o6'7 
14,4,3 
T Its! llid.QAl8il!Mtrilli111*Bl'M'Vlll!il 'Rlll'*'$11"1'lrtTlr.miYIN .... --,_,.,.- --
58x694a•2 
56:it:750 
S8x12B 
S8x70<~a&b 
5297 
S8x768 ... l 
5410 
.58)t503a•2 
S8x323 
56x348 
2655 
58x733b .. 1. 
5404 
58x6S5a"'l 
5450 
.56x.5U .. l 
5168 
.56x482 
'7162 
7498 
6583 
5704 
32,15 
:U.63 
.30,81 
29~88 
29.72 
2!~ 0 25 
29,21 
281192 
28,.Sl 
28048 
28.35 
28ol3 
27 "'73 
27,,67 
271166 
2,1 Q4,,5 
.27 ~ :t3 
25961 
2o~os 
l8Q22 
:l.8110.2 
15,87 
0.,597 
OQ790 
6~16 
--------------·,--,··-··----11ili-~b:!lll!U1f!I~~~ 
58'){697b~·3 
5 12.£3 
5 ,I 
5€1x7 :;nbm 1 
5-40l} 
5168 
,58x61l5:a .. ·l 
.56K750 
58,~6941'1"'2 
58x70®!':!&b 
5,410 
5!3'XJ2:) 
58::(3tif3 
56,<511 ... 1 
2,655 
58i{503a~2 
56.~482 
7162 
~i8x7 68·· l 
510l+ 
7,498 
6583 
L.S.D, 
L,S,D, 
c.v. 
TABU: XVll 
CROWN WIDTH, IN INCHI!~S, OF THI~ l.,AREN'rS AND HYBRIDS 
lN fill'filY.QQ.~. tN 1963 AND 1964 
0. 05 
0.01 
5 .,41 
.5,, 0.5 
5, 04 
5, 02. 
4,99 
4 .• 96 
4.91 
4.88 
4,84 
4.81. 
4. 79 
4, 78 
4. 7.5 
4.74 
4,. 72 
4.68 
4.57 
4.,22 
4.14 
3. 74 
:3.58 
3,38 
0.1344 
0.1749 
7. 67 
.5297 
5,410 
5th; 7 {) .. ~IS,b 
,5th,:!4B 
54.0l1. 
58x694t1"'2. 
5 6K51:L•• l 
.58ld.2B 
.58:x.73:3b.,,l, 
5168 
58K685a"'l 
5450 
.5 8K;.) 0:\1:.-1 "' .2 
58x32.3 
2.655 
56x750 
56x482 
58x768~l 
5704 
6583 
7,498 
7162 
.5 .17 
:i • 08 
lf, 93 
4,89 
4. 7,5 
,4,'10 
4.66 
4,63 
4,6'.3 
,4, .5 7 
4.57 
L1 •. 55 
4.54 
4,53 
Lf, 50 
4.48 
4.20 
4.17 
3.43 
3.40 
3.39 
3.16 
.58 
0.0992 
0.1304 
8.98 
58lt7 () .. tr.&b 
.58;~.7 33b• l 
.56~.750 
.58~{69'7b~ ::3 
.5297 
56:ir.SU .. l 
.58xl2B 
.54014· 
S 8::r.'.3 2 ::~ 
58:x:3!.~8 
54,10 
58Jt50:3a"' 2 
51.68 
7162 
2655 
S8~685a .. ;t 
S8x694~ .. 2 
58,aGS~l. 
56:iil1,82 
'U}9U 
570l~ 
658.3 
:t.s~nfl 
t, s'ln"' 
. c~v. 
))RY WEIGIU' 9 IN GRAMS~ OF THE FAREN.Cf A.ND HYBRIDS 
IN JW~A IN 1963 MID 1.964 
o. o.s 
01101-
961;99 
912(111 
886,99 
848~06 
846.36 
807 ~ 54, 
798~70 
786,26 
764·. 7l 
7'+81195 
7.3:1~38 
67'7~02 
61.3~ 10 
6l.2.i60 
606,00 
605~81 
576.42 
527 ~45 
474,77 
l.841171+ 
11;1;2, Sl:3 
117,56 
:32,tl~i 
li,2~ 92 
11 ~a2 
58x7 O• !i,ctb 
S8x694·t"'2 
S:297 
54,10 
56x5ll ··l 
58:d2B 
5404 
58:lf;:348 
5Sx:32:3 
.58:x:768 .. 1 
S6x750 
58l,.685a'"' l 
!Hhr.'1 :, 3b .. l 
51:bti50'.3a .. 2 
.Sl68 
.265.5 
54,SO 
.!Hhf:4,82 
'71.62 
5701,,, 
6.:m:1 
7l~98 
5l1,6 ~ 7.5 
528,83 
l}9:3 Q 54 
4:16. 8:3 
d'+'35,l6 
!,1,J/'.1,9 00 
e~ .i:i " 4. a 
ti:l9~4l. 
41.:3 t 96 
'*05 ~ .so 
:HHL~20 
.36'.3,,.60 
.333. ~8 
:n:2~9a 
:325~'*1 
2a9ijn 
27?,.67 
26:3. 59 
155931 
15:3, 9J 
151~ 84, 
12~,, 
l;'.) 
~ia 
rn,e2 
TABLE XIX 
GREEN WEIGHT, IN GRAMS, OF THE PARENTS AND HYBRIDS 
IN .fil'a.EilQC'™ IN 1963 AND ~,64 
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!,6:i,i:750 
5Ebi:7 :33b• l 
5404 
S8x697b•3 
5297 
56x5ll•l 
58x70 .. a&b 
58x323 
58~12B 
S8x50:3a•2 
.54,10 
2655 
58x.'348 
S8x685a•l 
!H68 
58x694e0 2 
7162 
!'16x482 
58E768•l 
1498 
510!+ 
6583 
J..S.Dt Oo05 
t.s.n. oio1 
C,Vo 
1615.39 
159.5.54 
1580,68 
1500,55 
1488.07 
1.482. Sl 
14761127 
1447,28 
133/<i, 17 
1308,75 
13081162 
l.208.30 
J.168, 17 
10641165 
1132,65 
lOU, 74 
987i80 
887007 
799.28 
372,67 
287,14 
274~60 
58.42 
77,,69 
17.93 
Sb:694a•2 
58:11:70•a&b 
5297 
!5404 
56x'7 SO 
.5410 
58:d.2:B 
56:itSU .. l 
S8:it3l~a 
5f.bt:32'.3 
S8x68Sa"'l 
.58x76B .. l 
58x7 3.'.3b .. l. 
58Jt50;3a ... 2 
5168 
26.5.5 
5if,50 
.,6~;482 
7162 
6583 
5704, 
7498 
:W82,46 
l.04,0908 
97:3.29 
926.65 
906023 
876,07 
811; 10 
8620 .20 
806.,86 
788.95 
'7.55,03 
703.23 
696.9:3 
694A4· 
664.15 
603.2]. 
'575 •. 38 
i35.10 
273.4,7 
2.55.67 
2:36,06 
190,92 
4,6,11,l 
610 Jll, 
18.lt,3 
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TABLE XX 
AXIS LENGTH AND LENGTH, IN INCHES, O!' UPPER AND LOWER RACEMES OF 
:PARENTS AND HYBRIDS IN~ IN 1964~ 
DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST 
~-- Rillllillliiw.!1 •·1ill2iUl__.~~-Pl:l!liill 'iP1TY7E1 RHi.__l .. -~llill"Rf~~WtiillJNl'~llffi'«l*11i"'l•nl?'W:l•*i~ Upper Rac.e11te l.ow~r Racetne 
~1'211-._ ... _ ... - ...... su. Llas;b L!n&tJl .. li1iB -.li!DS!h 
··-
51+10 3.700 al 2.oa:2. e:fgh 2.ns def 
S8:K694a•2 30268 b 2,716 a 3,186 b 
5297 3,1.SS b 2.224, def 2.692 def 
S6x750 3.098 be 2.sao ab 3,837 a 
S8x68Sa•l 2,918 cd 1.620 k 2.212 hi 
26SS 2,873 d 2,486 bt, 3.268 b 
5168 2.837 de 2,330 cd 2,637 ef 
5450 2.6SO El 2,292 ade 2.552 fg 
.58x50311•2 2,298 f 2,086 defgh 2,928 cd 
58~323 2 .• 198 fg lo900 hij. 20338 gh 
.58xSU•l 2.100 fg 2,143 diefg 3.074 be 
S404 20099 f's 1.707 jk 2.s.29 f's 
S6x4S2 2,024 8 2.035 fgh:1 2.8.36 cde 
S8x733b•l l.82.5 1, 2. :2.00 def 2.722 def 
S8x70•a&b 1.818 b.~ '( , 1,830 ijk 2.661 If 
SSx768•l 1.ssa i,1' J 2olS3 d~fg 2.617 ef ~ \ 
S8xl2B 1.499 i 1.937 1hij 20920 td 
S8x34;8 1.205 j 1.824 :l.jk 2,600 ef 
7162 1.059 jk 1.804 i.jk 2,166 hi 
6S83 ,910 jk 1.890 hij 2.,225 hi 
5704 
.,:'::J,;ii ,t, S~1 . l l,887 hij 2.019 :1. 
7498 · .. · ·,580 l 1.896 h:Lj 1.997 1-
1 Numb~rs followed by tht tame l1tte~ arft not significantly 
diff~rGnt at the o.os l~vel of probab:f.U.ty. 
TABl~E J{JC! 
'.P.ERCENI SEF~D Sl!."T OJ'!' THE PAREtiFCS AND 
HYBRIDS IN ~t.QA I.N 1963 
.51+10 
.5297 
S8xS03a .. 2 
58x694a•2 
56x7SO 
5404 
2655 
5450 
S8x348 
7162 
S8x323 
5168 
513x768ml 
58x733b"'l 
58x68Sa .. l 
582t70 ... a&b 
58xUB 
.58,t6 97 b .. 3 
56x482 
6.58::l 
7498 
57014, 
DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE BANGE TES1t 
'l?J 1l * mwaU!ikii 
62. 
f Pti.fJl,t,_S.u.1.Ji.1t--. 
2a~os a1 
26,Ai a 
22c;ll b 
U3,Ul c' 
n.so ~ 
UQ25 c ls.so cd ls.so c.d 
:U.4 .. 2.5 d 
14.50 d 
14,. 2.:3 d 
:tS,.93 cl~. 
l!:l ~ 57 de 
13.07 de 
12.37 de 
U" Ui ei 
8 .. ,4,l f 
7Qa1 :e 
7 • .ei.5 f 
61166 :fg 
ifi·o6S . g 
4 .-fY:=· g 
1 Numbiar!i followe.d by the same lette.r are.1 not 1dgn:tf :i.ca·ntly 
di:ffere.nt at the o.os level of p:robar.d..Uty. 
Btbrid 
58x503a-2 
S8x694a-2 
56x5U-l 
58x685a-l 
58x768-l 
58x733b-l 
58x70-a&b 
58x323 
58xY~ 
58x697b-3 
58xl2B 
56x750 
56x482 
5297 
5410 
5404 
2655 
5168 
5450 
7162 
7498 
6583 
5704 
TABLE XXII 
THE COEFFICIENT OF Vi-.RU.TION OF THE PP..P..filITS J..lID HYBRIDS 
Ill BOTHR:IOCBI.OA FOR PUNT HEIGHT, HEIGHT OF 
LEAVES~ CR<Y~. WIDTH., GREEN WEIGHT 
AND DRY WEIGH'.t' IN 1963 }.ND 1964 
Plant Height: Height oi Crown Width Green Weight ]try· We.igh t 
Leaves 1963 ___ 1964 1963 1964 1263 1964 1963 1964 1964 
3.78 5.63 5.16 7~72 14.54 11.84 19.15 39.10 45.21 
3s88 5.21 5.36 6 .. 06 12.68 12 .. 91 19.67 31.88 32.11 
7 .. 66 11.60 8.33 11.43 13~51 9 .. 44 23.35 34.04 37.17 
5.38 7.90 5 .. 31 9~12 1L80 13 .. 04 20.54 33.32 33.19 
6 .. 39 5~79 7.01 7.41 16 .. 31 9.64 22.85 33.23 35.22 
5~38 4.54 1L2l 4.89 12.44 12 .. 06 20.90 31.34 3,3.27 
3~92 5.63 5 .. 54 10.36 9.93 12.06 19.64 25.36 27.45 
4~78 4.25 6~79 7~09 11.48 10.89 25.17 32 .46 34.20 
2.68 4~76 4 .. 22 7.92 13.50 11,.10 17.40 24.29 25.89 
4.67 ---- 6 .. 02 ---- 13.38 ---- 23 .. 43 
3.48 4+08 5.44 6~57 14.01 12.22 23030 31.85 34.12 
3.11 4.42 4.85 6.31 13.75 12 .. 69 19.51 33.63 33.52 
l4o26 17.38 10.46 16.86 18.4-.3 16d73 35.46 65.28 67.19 
4,34 9.48 5.13 10.6·1 17~68 12011 27.12 34.31 37 .11 
5.26 8~64 5.23 8.94 17 e43 1s&~n 28&16 38. 72 40.16 
3.46 4.31 4.23 7.21 11.71 9.96 15.44 24.19 25.77 
4~14 5.99_ 5 .. 23 7.46 13.08 13.79 25.12 36.60 36.47 
4.16 7.56 6.44 8.07 14.35 12.32 19.04 35.59 35.95 
-·=- ..... 7.93 ----- fL71 -.....,..-c-c:.- 10.02 ------ 36.88 38.57 
5.73 6.56 8.56 10.81 9.78 13.20 13.32 39.25 39 .07 
5.69 3.69 7.s99 8.44 21~87 14.61 30.70 39.47 
12.31 8.11 1L17 10.51 20.cn 14.82 27.62 52. 71 52.17 
9.81 1.ffu 11.41 8.49 13~21 12. :rn 25.44 43.15 · 45.99 
a,,. 
w 
Hyb?:id 
54~x7162 = 58x733b-l 
2655x1162 ~ 58x503a0 2 
5168x7162 = 58x685a-1 
5410x.7162 8 58x768•1 
56:x7 50x6583 : i8x323 
56x:7 50x7498 :a. ' i8:x.348 
56x482x6583 = 58x70-a&b 
56x750x6583 = 58x323 
56x428x7498 = 58xl2B 
56x750x7498 = 58x328 
545Qg;5297 ~ 58x697b-3 
2655x5297 ~ S8x694a-2 
TABLE XXlII 
MEANS OF THE HYBRID PI.ANTS J!OR P".JtN?' HEIGHr 
BliUGHr OF LEAVES,. mow Wl.If.r:H,. GREEN 
WEI.Gm,. AND DRY WEIGHf WITH THE 
HYBRIDS GROUPED ON THE BASIS 
O.F A COMW:M PAREN'l 
Heighi: Crown 
Plant Ieight of Leaves Width t::reen weight 
Inches Inches Inches I:Dches 
1963 1964 1963 1964 1963 1964 l~b3 1964 
50,.90 .51 .. 98 31.,76 28,.13 5,.02 4 .. 63 1595 .. 54* 696.93 
66.,21 55 .. .52 31 .. 70 28 .. 92 4.68 4 .. 54 1308.75 694,.44 
53,.32 44.80 29.81 27.,67 4 .. 91 4 .. 57 1064 .. 65 755 .. 05 
58 .. 51 54,.05 30 .. 69 29,.25 4 .. 14 4 .. 17 703.,2.3 799 .. 28 
66 .. 33 57.11 33 .. 23 28 .. 51 4 .. 78 4 .. 53 1447 .. 28 788 .. 95 
57.62 52 .. 28 29 .. 91 28 .. 48 4e75 4 .. 89 1168 .. 17 806 .. 86 
64.41 55 .. 01 33 .. 68 29.,88 4 .. 93 4.31 1476 .. 67 1040 .. 08 
66 .. 33 57 .. 11 33 .. 23 28 .. 51 4 .. 78 4 .. 53 1168 .. 17 788.,95 
67.,85 56 .. 81 33 .. 23 30 .. 81 5 .. 05 4 .. 63 1334 .. 17 871 .. 10 
57,,62 52.28 29 .. 91 28 .. 48 4.75 4.,89* U.68.,. :n 806,.86 
59,,86 
-- 35.32* -- .5..,41* -- 1500 .. 05 --
69~94* 60~71*33~13 32.,15* 4 ... 84 4.?0 1011~74 1082.46* 
* The best: hybrid for that character in all groups .. 
Dry Weight 
Inches 
1963 1%4 
912 .. 71 333,,08 
577.,02 332,,98-
605 .. 81 363,.60 
527 .. 45 405 .. 50 
764 .. 71 413.,98 
748 .. 95 419 .. 41 
967 .. 99* 546,.75* 
764,.71 413 .. 98 
798 .. 70 434 ... 00 
748 .. 95 419 .. 41 
848 .. 06 
576 .. 42 528.,83 
~ 
-!'.-
VITA 
Rob~rt Rhea Bridge 
Candidate for the Deg:t'l\i!l.i;ai o.f: 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Th®lld~: A S'E.lll1Y ()]' lll'J'.CEROSIS IN INTERSPECI,:n:c Ci:UJ~SES t)F. A,Q.Ili!U.Qru;l~ 
M.ajor 'FbJld: Pl,a.nt Btiled:tns and Genet::ics 
B:it1fp."aphica:l: 
Pe.r.l!lonal Data: Bo·rn at Ama:r:illo, '.t~:Kas$ May 20, 19.'39, th1s) iSO:n 
(>f' LeRoy and Cha:x:lott~ Bt~:idg~. 
Edu~ation: Attended grade i'.iC,hool at L1CaH~ n~at· Holli~» ()ldahoma; 
gr.aduated from uoUb High S~hool in 1957; 1:·tH1;\@ived the. 
Bae h~ l.i:,r of: Si!J hnce deg re~ f:rom 01tlahom~ :St.at:~1 Univ~r. 11.iity, 
witb. & nui,jor in Agronomy, i,:n Mr!)', 196:L; .. ~ompl.rlllt~d the :r~ .. 
quit'~me.nt~ for a Doctor.· of Ph:i.lo!l'lophy deg:r~:iill in M~y, 1965f 
E:x.p~:r.i~ncli\l\; R~at:(wld on a fat:m; employ~d H a :f ie:ld m©t:o fin: Wogd. (:lhi.mitcal. 
Company du:i;'ing Sununet', 1958; ~mployl!i1d by ()khhmna St1,1t® Wat~t 
Tt't<ll~tment Plant ais a md.n.t11tun·it~!!l m,uii l9S8..,S9; ~mploy~d H a 
f:L~l.d man :for Mi~lu1.E:ll A($r:id Spt'&ilY, s:·umn1e·ti J.961; ij:mploy'1l\d by 
()khhom~ Stat~ in cot~ton :r.~H;rn,a.r~h, ]J360 .. 6l; ~~!'V®cl. &fili a ~p:ad .. 
i1.at~ .a~lili1tant on a N,D&E,A0 l\l'!i:llU.ow@hip do:i,!tlli t'l!i,l;\J®l\!.l"©h from 
1961 .. 64; 1e:t•vtd H a gt'aduatill\ iH1$:i~tai~t o~ t N11StlFr g~ant 
do:tng 1:·~Hat©h in I<'aU, 1964, and in l96Sij 
Mlll\Ubi',ll:l'.' of i Atn~iriea.n So,~d .. ity of A.grOlllO'my $ At;t'O!:'!.()my Chib !1i Alphl!i! Z~ta.' :Phi 
Kappa PM., ind S:i.gnm. X:l.; 
